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ART. X.-A Medieval Sculptured Stone presented to
Grasmere Church in 1913. By ANNE G. GII,CHRIST,
F.S.A.

Read at Carlisle, June 19th, 1934.

T

HIS stone, measuring io ins. high by 5 ins. across each
of its four sides and having a hollow in its top, was
brought to light in April, 1934, during an examination of
the roof-timbers of the church by the Inspector of the
Royal Commission on Ancient Buildings, having been
found on the top of the wall dividing the nave from the
N. aisle, where it had lain, the present rector states, for at
least ten years. Miss Armitt does not mention it; it is
not noticed in the Rev. M. F. Petersen's " Short Guide "
to the Church, nor did the present rector, Mr. Phillips, in
answer to enquiries, know anything of its existence or its
history before 1 934. But from information supplied by
Mrs. Rawnsley it appears that its existence was known to
some people, though some time ago it was laid on the top
of the dividing-wall, for safety, it is said.
It seems, however, never to have been photographed
until now, though it was shown to our Society on its visit
to the church on September 12th, 1913, when the late
Mr. J. F. Curwen made a few remarks upon it, suggesting
that it might have been used as a holy water stoup. It
had a short time previously been presented to the church
by Mrs. Herbert Twamley, then of Glenthorne, Grasmere,
who remembered it as always having stood in the porch at
Glenthorne, which she inherited from her aunt, the late
Mrs. Jeffries. Mrs. Jeffries was the wife of the Rev.
Edward Jeffries, who coming as curate in 184o became
rector of Grasmere from 1863 to 1878, and died some
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time between 1893 and 1897. Mrs. Jeffries knew nothing
whatever of the history of the stone, merely surmising
that Mr. Jeffries, who was a collector of antiquities, had
" picked it up somewhere." (Mr. Jeffries, born in Ireland,
had a curacy in Derbyshire before coming to Grasmere in
1840) .
It is a puzzling stone, and experts to whom the excellent
photographs (specially taken for our Society) have
recently been shown are fairly evenly divided in opinion
between a Saxon and a Norman date for it. But Mr.
A. W. Clapham, F.S.A., to whom I finally referred, is of
opinion that although the figure might well be supposed
to be of pre-Conquest date the style of the three other
panels does not appear to belong to an earlier period
than Norman of the twelfth century, and therefore the
stone must be assigned to this later date.
As regards its original purpose, it has been suggested
that it was a piscina. But it has no drain, and a foursided example, detached from a wall, is rare. A holy
water-stoup has more often been suggested; Norman
detached stoups though rare are not unknown. An origin
as an upper portion of a cross-shaft—in which case the
hollowed top may have obliterated traces of a dowel in a
later conversion—is another guess, though the stone is
rather slender in relation to such a purpose.
From an examination of the material of the stone, it
appears to be an oolitic limestone. And though this is a
stone foreign to the locality this fact does not entirely
exclude the possibility of its importation from a distance,
like for instance the Purbeck marble of Durham Cathedral
or the Portland or Bath stone of York. As no evidence
exists as to where the object was brought from to the
porch of Glenthorne, one is free to suggest that it may
have come from not far away. The chapel of Geresmere
was in existence in 1203 (see Farrer's Records of Kendale,,
II, p. 58) . The church and rector are mentioned in 1254,,
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and there is a tradition—unconfirmed—of a Saxon church
on the site.
The N. aisle was built c. 154o, at which time the old N.
wall was pierced with the present lower openings (the aisle
roof was raised on the second and upper tier of arches
c. 1562). Restorations took place in 1851, 1876, 1879 and
1893 (Transactions, N.S. xxvi, p. 23). Is it not within the
bounds of possibility that when the N. wall was pierced
the stone may have been found built into it, or may have
been discovered during one of the later restorations, and
exciting at the time no great local interest have remained
in the neighbourhood, perhaps as an ornament on someone's garden rockery, till it was rescued and placed under
cover ?—like the similar instances of the early Anglian
cross-head at Hornby and the lately discovered late
Anglian crosshead at Bentham (since presented to the
church) .
A few notes may be added on the four panels. The
figure is of unusual type. The man it represents is no
long-robed Bible saint ; he wears no halo, his hair is long,
and he is helmeted or crowned. His mantle is clasped
over a belted tunic, royal fashion, at his neck in front, and
not on the right shoulder like that of a Saxon or Norman
knight, to leave the sword-arm free. His sword is held
upright in his left hand and his attention seems to be
directed to some object, perhaps a book, held up in his
right hand. (The hand does not seem to be raised in
blessing, or one would expect him to face the spectator.)
Of the three other panels, the delightful pair of dragons
do not conform to the more usual scaly, serpent-like
Norman type, with ferocious teeth, barbed tongue, and
claws. They are rather decorative than symbolical—
amiable beasts with lamb- or calf-like heads, two forepaws,
two bird-wings, and a lizard-like body ending in a nowed
or coiled tail, and they only bite themselves, thus being
reminiscent of the writhed and tail-biting creatures of
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the pre-Norman Northumbrian crosses. The Saxon
dragon standard of Harold, as represented in the Bayeux
tapestry, is of the same beast-headed composition (this
however may only be a Norman conception of a Saxon
dragon !) There is a suggestion of lettering above the
right ear of one of the pair.
The acanthus panel shows the bound stem and double
outline of pre-Norman foliage, but those who pronounce
for a twelfth-century date consider the leaves too blunt
and heavy to belong to the pre-Norman period. The
Romanesque arcading of each panel is interesting, with
the plaited palm-tree-like foliage springing from the
capitals.
If the stone should really belong to the north-country
it is possible that the figure may be intended for Oswald,
warrior king and saint, to whom Grasmere church is
dedicated, at any rate by tradition. There is a St.
Oswald's Well at Kelbarrow, and one, says Miss Gertrude
Simpson, " in the Wray field," from which water was
brought for christenings till about 185o. This is a
favourite north-country dedication. Warton church is
also dedicated to St. Oswald,* and used to hold its
rushbearing festival on, or as near as possible to, his Day
(August 5)—as Grasmere still does.
The divergence of opinion above cited as to date would
seem to indicate a Saxo-Norman overlap in the sculpture
of the stone.

* Lucas (History of Warton) mentions a Sentussus or St. Oswald's Well
about a quarter of a mile east of the town.
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